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Abstract
Ubiquitous availability of cellular network and cheap mobile phones have made them promising sensing platforms for various application domains including healthcare, environment, and astronomy among others. However, existing mobile phone platforms, including even smartphones, provide limited in-built sensing capabilities and lack standard interfaces to connect external sensors. In this paper, we propose MELOS (Mobile Extension for LOw-energy Sensing) a low-cost mobile phone extension that works virtually with all the mobile phones, including low-cost phones since it interfaces with the phone over standard audio port and Bluetooth.

The proposed platform augments mobile phones with additional sensing capabilities with minimal overhead in terms of energy consumption. MELOS provides capability to switch on-board modules off as per application requirements while keeping low power interface (audio) “always-on” (to keep the connection) thus resulting in significantly small active mode power consumption. Local storage capability on board ensures that the data is transferred over high bandwidth, high-power consuming Bluetooth interface in burst mode resulting in low energy consumption per byte of data transfer. Interface with a mobile phone ensures that the capabilities of the MELOS platform can be exploited remotely using the cellular connectivity. We prototype a sample application to monitor energy consumption of several electrical appliances and also demonstrate appliance control using a relay based circuit incorporated in MELOS.

1 Introduction
In modern day scenario mobile phones have evolved from being just communication devices to being smart devices with several embedded sensors (such as light, location, proximity, microphone, camera, and accelerometer among others) together with high computing capabilities. The operating system of these smartphones provide a good programming environment that can easily exploit the on-board sensors for several applications across multiple domains including healthcare, environment, astronomy, and transportation among others. A survey discussing the mobile phone sensing applications, scale and paradigms, challenges and issues, is presented in [7]. Systems such as VTrack [13], Mobile Millennium [1], CenceMe [9], PEIR [10], UbiFit [4] are built by utilizing the various sensors present on smartphones. However, phones used in all of these systems are expensive and hence have limited penetration amongst the common public in developing regions. Low-cost mobile phones with standard features such as audio interface, SD card and Bluetooth dominate the market in these regions.

Phones at the lower end of the price spectrum do not possess similar capabilities as smartphones. The number and variety of embedded sensors is vastly reduced and they also lack a robust programming environment to develop applications that utilize in-built sensing capabilities. Moreover, interfacing any external sensors, as per application requirements, to mobile phones is also difficult [11] as most phones do not use standard communication interfaces such as UART, I2C, and SPI. Some phones use proprietary protocols by their respective vendors thus making it challenging to design a standard platform that can interface across broad category of low cost mobile phones. Such constraints necessitates a low-cost sensing extension for the mobile phone that can help bridge this gap and provide even low-cost phones with sensing capabilities that can enable their use in broad range of applications. The extension should be programmable, contains standard interface for sensors, and a communication channel to connect to majority of phones especially low-cost phones. Moreover, it is essential that the system consumes low power to enable longer deployment periods for sensing. As an example, [12] presents a system that offloads the continuous sampling and processing operations to a low-power sensing attachment to reduce energy consumption.
In this paper, we present a low-energy and low-cost generic sensing attachment MELOS (Mobile Extension for Low-energy Sensing) that attaches to a mobile phone through its audio port and is capable of attaching any external sensor, local storage, and controlled high bandwidth communication for data transfer. Fig. 1 displays a photograph of the prototype of MELOS platform. The ubiquity of the audio port in mobile phones makes MELOS compatible with a large range of mobile phones. MELOS can connect up to 6 external sensors as per application requirements. MELOS also allows fine-grained switching control of on-board communication and storage devices thus reducing the total energy consumption. The total cost of MELOS platform for a single node from off-the-shelf components is approximately 65 USD. Simply with scale and using the necessary ICs in place of off-the-shelf breakout boards, the cost can reduce by a significant factor.

MELOS takes control information in the form of DTMF (Dual Tone Multiple Frequency) tones from locally connected mobile phone. The control information can be provided remotely both using SMS and audio call based network interfaces from a remote mobile phone to the local mobile phone. At the heart of MELOS node is an AVR microcontroller. The microcontroller takes input in the form of DTMF tones to process the commands mapped to the corresponding tones. We demonstrate commands for switching on-board modules (Bluetooth communication and memory interface) for low power operation, switching external appliances using on-board relay, and switching the on-board ADC to start sensing the necessary parameters. We prototype a sample application to monitor energy consumption of external electrical appliances and also demonstrate appliance control using a relay based circuit incorporated in MELOS.

In summary, the key contribution of our work is a generic mobile phone extension platform that connects to any mobile phone over standard audio and Bluetooth interface. We minimize power consumption of the platform by providing fine-grained switching of various system components. We further extended the capabilities of the platform to switch external appliances and allow for remote command input over both SMS and voice call over cellular network.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a review of the similar hardware systems. In Section 3, we present an architecture of MELOS platform, followed by discussing its various components and different modes of operation together with illustration of energy consumption in each node. A case study of MELOS for energy monitoring system is explained in Section 4 followed by conclusion and future work in Section 5.

2 Related Work

Low power consumption for long lifetime has been a key requirement in many sensing applications. Several approaches have been used in the past to reduce the overall system power consumption including switching the modules off as per application requirements. As an example, LEAP [8] allows low energy operation while supporting for high computing operations using a two tier approach for both computing and communication. A low energy computing (and communication) module is used in “always-on” state. A high-energy module is turned on when required to reduce the overall energy consumption per computation (or per byte transferred). We use a low power microcontroller in our MELOS platform. For communication, we use the low-energy audio interface in “always-on” state while turning high-bandwidth, high-energy Bluetooth interface as per requirements. We also control switching on-board memory module as per requirements to further reduce the overall system power consumption.

Several platforms have also been proposed in the past [11, 5, 2, 3, 6] extending capabilities of mobile phones for sensing applications. However, most of them are designed for higher end mobile phones. [11] realizes a phone-centric body sensor network which requires a mobile phones’ SD/MMC card slot for external interface. However, there is no focus on reducing the overall power consumption of the platform. Similarly, a mobile extension for air pollution monitoring, proposed in [5] also relies on high end GPS enabled mobile phones for operation.

Similar phone extensions that extend the sensing capabilities of mobile phones include FoneAstra [3] and HiJack [6]. One of the limitations of FoneAstra is that it uses Nokia’s proprietary FBUS protocol for communication between the phone and platform. Moreover, the pop port that is used for communication is only available on only some of the low end Nokia phones and is not readily available on most other phones limiting the use to only a small set of mobile phones. Since MELOS interfaces with a mobile phone over standard audio port and Bluetooth interface, therefore it is generic enough to work with a wide variety of mobile phones.

HiJack uses iPhone’s audio port for two-way communication between the phone and the sensing attachment. It consists of a microcontroller to generate coded signal that is decoded by a software application running on the phone, limiting its use to a very small subset of high end programmable mobile phones that provide access to audio port in the operating system.

MELOS provides a generic low-power system for sensing that can be attached to a mobile phone over standard audio interface. We provide fine-grained control of on-board modules and selection of different power modes to facili-
3 System Design and Evaluation

The uniqueness of our proposed system lies in merging the ubiquity of mobile phones with low-power consumption thus enabling a large number of potential applications (energy monitoring, healthcare, among others) over a long deployment period.

3.1 Architecture

Fig. 2 displays the architectural diagram of MELOS node. The platform interfaces with a local mobile phone over the audio interface using a standard 3.5 mm audio jack. Communication with a local mobile phone over the audio port works as a one way communication from the phone to the platform wherein different commands can be send from the phone to the node using DTMF tones. The advantage of using the audio port for interface are three folds - 1. It is a standard interface across phones from all manufacturers and across all price range; 2. Even a non-programmable phone (with auto-answer capability) can be used as an interfacing device to receive the commands from a remote mobile phone over the cellular network; 3. Audio interface consume insignificant power when in standby mode thus ensuring low power “always on” interface between the phone and the MELOS node.

A connection can be setup between the remote mobile phone and the local mobile phone using SMS or audio call to pass on multiple commands from the remote location to the MELOS node over ubiquitous cellular network. With inexpensive call and SMS rates available in developing regions, such a connection ensures low cost command passing interface remotely to a MELOS node. In the case of a voice call, DTMF tones as received by the local mobile phone are passed on to the MELOS node. For SMS, we create an application that can parse the SMS to produce the DTMF tones accordingly for the MELOS node. A DTMF decoder is used on the MELOS node to decode the commands. We use Zarlink Semiconductor’s MT8870D IC for decoding DTMF tones because of its low-power consumption and TTL output corresponding to binary value of each key press. The IC also provides an option of a power down pin that can be used to further reduce the power consumption of the node by inhibiting the operation of the DTMF decoder chip, if desired.

At the heart of MELOS node is Atmel’s ATmega328P microcontroller. There are multiple advantages of using ATmega328P microcontroller: 1. It provides several low power modes of operation with low standby power of less than 1 µA and active power consumption of 0.2 mA; 2. It is readily and cheaply available; 3. It can be easily programmed using C environment; 4. Six on-chip Analog to Digital Converters (ADCs) that can be used for sensing multiple parameters; 5. In-built USART for serial communication with on board peripherals (Bluetooth module and external memory interface); and 6. Enough on-chip memory (1KB EEPROM, 32 KB Flash) for storing sensed values. The microcontroller takes input from DTMF decoder to process the commands mapped to the corresponding DTMF tones. These commands include switching on-board modules (Bluetooth communication, memory interface) for low power operation, switching external appliances using on-board relay, and switching the on-board ADC to start sensing the necessary parameters.

The microcontroller supports six 10-bit on-chip ADC channels. DTMF tones are used to start sensing on these ADC channels. The sensed data is stored in the on-chip memory and periodically transferred to the external memory. The frequency of transfer is decided based on frequency and volume of sensed data to reduce the overall system power consumption. Since external memory consumes significant amount of power, it will be switched on only when data transfer is required and will be switched off remaining time. For example, if a temperature sensor is attached to MELOS and the data logging frequency is 1Hz, by taking the mean value of higher frequency sensing, then approximately once in every 85 minutes external memory will be switched on and readings will be transferred from internal data memory to external memory. We use a breakout board to interface...
Controller Kit | SD card | DTMF Decoder | Miscellaneous | Total Rated |
---|---|---|---|---|
Standby | On 100mW | Off 230mW | On 15mW | 100 115 235 |
Data Logging | On 100mW | Off 300mW | On 15mW | 165 415 500 |
Data Transfer | On 100mW | Off 15mW | On 15mW | 165 645 400-700 |

Table 1. Total rated power and measured power for different modes of operation of MELOS. Power consumption of passive components and sensor is listed as miscellaneous power.
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Figure 4. Transition diagram for Data Logging and Data Transfer modes of operation of MELOS.

a microSD card to our device. The card is connected to the microcontroller over SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface). With low cost high capacity microSD cards easily available, the total memory capacity of the system can be enhanced as per the application requirements. Data stored in the microSD card can be retrieved by physically detaching the SD card as well as over Bluetooth interface.

To collect the sensed data remotely, a Bluetooth module is used to communicate sensor data from the microcontroller to the local phone. Data from the local mobile phone can then be sent to a remote location over cellular network (SMS/GPRS). Bluetooth connection provides the return connectivity from the MELOS node back to the local mobile phone. We use off-the-shelf BlueLINK Bluetooth module that supports a large variety of baud rates ranging from 9600 to 115200 and has a multiple low power modes with variable sniffing time that can be easily configured using AT commands. Communication between microcontroller and Bluetooth module takes place over a serial link (UART). Since Bluetooth communication consumes significant power (approximately 70mA) during communication, a remote user can send a command to local mobile phone for switching the Bluetooth module as per requirement to reduce the overall system power consumption. The command is then passed on over the low power “always on” audio interface using DTMF tones and processed and acted upon by the microcontroller using the DTMF tones. For the energy monitoring application, as illustrated in Section 4, on-board relays provide capability to switch the electrical appliances as per requirements in addition to current sensing.

MELOS is powered by an external battery or an adapter (between 6-18V DC). We use a low cost voltage regulator 7805 to generate 5V from the external supply. All peripherals and the microcontroller operate on 5V supply voltage. The break-out boards used for SD card and Bluetooth module are 5V compliant thus obviating the need of level converters. Fig. 3 displays a picture depicting different modules of MELOS node wired together. The picture is only for illustration purpose; for the prototype node, we have connected these modules on a single board as illustrated in Fig. 4. Next, we discuss different modes of operation possible with MELOS board that can be used to optimize the overall energy consumption for a given sensing application.

### 3.2 Modes of Operation

We divide operations of MELOS into three primitive modes - Standby, Data Logging, and Data Transfer. The Standby mode is disjoint with other two modes. The last two modes are not disjoint. In other words, MELOS could be in a mode, which is a combination of Data Logging and Data Transfer. Fig. 4 displays the state transition diagram and shows the state and operations of data logging and data transfer mode of MELOS with respect to commands from the user. Active components and corresponding total power consumption of each mode is specified in Table 1.

To evaluate the power consumption for each mode we connected a 10 Ohms resistor in series to the power supply of MELOS. Then we measured the voltage across this resistor using oscilloscope from which we calculated the current consumption. Fig. 5 shows the plot of voltage change for each mode of MELOS. The measured power in Table 1 includes the power consumption of a few passive components we used on the board. Also, the microcontroller kit consumes 100mW because it has inbuilt FTDI chip (for USB communication) and few more passive components. All these passive components power can be reduced if we design MELOS on single board. An overview of all the three modes is discussed next.

#### 3.2.1 Standby Mode

This is the initial and the default mode of MELOS. After powering up or resetting the node, the microcontroller initializes all sub modules connected to MELOS and goes into the Standby mode. In Standby mode, no operation is performed and the microcontroller keeps on waiting to
receive control information. All modules are powered down except the DTMF decoder, from which, the control information is received. Depending upon the control information received from the DTMF decoder, MELOS goes to either Data Logging or Data Transfer mode. The total rated power consumption in standby mode is power consumption of microcontroller kit and DTMF decoder on the board, which is about 115mW. The measured power in the standby mode was 235mW that includes the power consumption of passive components.

3.2.2 Data Logging Mode

When the user sends control information to activate a particular sensor, MELOS goes into the Data Logging mode. Unique control information is used to activate or deactivate each of the ADC channels inside the microcontroller. Once a particular sensor is activated, data logging begins at a predefined frequency. By default, all sensor readings are stored temporarily in on-chip memory. Once all available on-chip memory is full, SD card module will be switched on and all data from local memory will be transferred into SD card. As a result, SD card module need not be active all the time reducing the overall energy consumption in this mode.

In the Data Logging mode, the total rated power consumption is the consumed power for microcontroller kit, DTMF decoder and SD card. Thus, the total power consumption is 115mW, when data is logged into internal memory and 415mW when writing data to SD card whereas the measured power is 500mW. The miscellaneous power includes the power consumption of passive components and active sensor. Depending upon the next control information received from user, MELOS either goes to Standby or Data Transfer mode.

3.2.3 Data Transfer Mode

MELOS goes into Data Transfer mode when user wants to transfer the logged data from the SD card to another device, which could be a mobile phone or laptop with Bluetooth support. Once it receives the unique control information for data transfer, Bluetooth module is switched on. The Bluetooth module will be in listening mode to accept connection from other Bluetooth enabled devices to which data is to be transferred. After establishing the connection, microcontroller switches on the SD card module, if it is not already switched on. Then, the microcontroller starts sending the logged data via Bluetooth as a data stream. Maximum power is consumed in this mode as all the modules of MELOS are switched on. The total rated power consumption of this mode is about 645mW and measured power consumption is between 400 to 700mW that depends on the duration of Bluetooth connection establishment.

4 Case Study: Energy Monitoring

Energy consumption in residential and commercial buildings account for a significant percentage of total national consumption across the world. Even a small percentage reduction at building level can have significant additive impact in reducing the overall consumption. A system that allows fine-grained monitoring of energy consumption of appliances can give a great insight into the consumption during different time-intervals in the day. This information can then make the user aware of an optimum usage pattern or perform this pattern automatically by intermittently switching off the appliances.

MELOS platform can both remotely control appliances as well as monitor the energy consumed by each appliance using ubiquitous cellular network. We interface a current sensor ACS714 that can measure bidirectional current in the range -5A to +5A. The appliance to control and monitor is connected in series with the current sensor and the switching relay (driven by one of the GPIO pin of the microcontroller). Using DTMF tones passed on as a command from a remote phone (over SMS/audio call), the control information is passed to the microcontroller to turn on the appliance and start sensing the current.

Fig. 6 shows the plot of energy consumption of three appliances: An incandescent bulb, wall-mounted fan, and a computer as monitored by the MELOS node. Current sensing observations were collected in the local memory and passed on to the computer over Bluetooth. A negative spike in the plot for the computer happened when it went to sleep mode. For wall-mounted fan, we manually adjusted the speed to measure the power consumption in each state. Together with current sensing, we can also have a diode-based full wave AC to DC rectifier circuit, followed by a step down converter to measure the voltage consumed by the load using the ADC ports available on MELOS. Furthermore, we can also use zero-crossing detectors to measure the power factor thus giving a more accurate idea of power consumption of appliances.
Figure 6. Energy consumption of different appliances as monitored by MELOS

Table: Energy consumption of different appliances

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Appliance</th>
<th>Operating Mode</th>
<th>Sleep Mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High Speed Wallmount Fan</td>
<td>100 Watts</td>
<td>0 Watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Speed Wallmount Fan</td>
<td>50 Watts</td>
<td>0 Watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Speed Wallmount Fan</td>
<td>20 Watts</td>
<td>0 Watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incandescent Bulb</td>
<td>100 Watts</td>
<td>0 Watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer</td>
<td>0 Watts</td>
<td>0 Watts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Conclusions and Future Work

Low cost and low energy sensing attachments for low end mobile phones can significantly enhance their capabilities for use in critical sensing applications such as energy monitoring and healthcare. In this paper, we proposed a mobile extension called MELOS, that interfaces with a mobile phone over generic audio and Bluetooth interface. The generic audio port is used as low-energy, “always-on” unidirectional interface for passing the control information from the locally attached mobile phone to the MELOS node. This control information can be used for multiple purposes - 1. Switching the on-board memory and communication interface as per application requirements; 2. Switching of external appliances using on-board relays; 3. Initiate sensing of necessary parameters. We discuss the architecture and various modes of operation illustrating reduced energy consumption of the MELOS node. We also present a case study for energy monitoring and appliance control system using MELOS node.

In future, we plan to perform extensive case studies for energy monitoring in buildings using MELOS node. We plan to integrate other sensors, such as temperature, humidity, and air-flow that can give accurate state information about the indoor environment using which automated switching of electrical appliances can be performed.
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